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BUILD A BAR

NO SHORTCUTS
Look for our pointers
t hroughou t t he plans to
ensure you cut no corners in
your bar build.
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MATERIALS
Part Description

Size

Qty

Part Description

Size

Qty

Part Description

Size

Qty

A

Side panel

3/4” x 37” x 20-1/4”

1

K

Frame		

3/4” x 2” x 17-1/4”

3

U

Steel pipe T fitting

1”

2

B

Front panel

3/4” x 37” X 58-1/2”

1

L

Frame		

3/4” x 2” x 58-1/2”

3

V

Steel pipe foot rail

1” x 34”

1

C

Side panel

3/4” x 37” x 46-1/2”

1

M

Edge band

3/4” x 2-1/4” x 36-1/2”

2

W

Steel pipe nipple

1” x 2”

2

D

End panel

3/4” x 37” x 24-1/4”

1

N

Edge band

3/4” x 2-1/4” x 26-1/4”

2

X

Steel pipe floor flange

1”

1

E

Bar Top

1-1/2” x 55-3/4” x 64”

1

O

Plywood shelf 3/4” X 18-3/4” x 36-1/2”

2

Y

Support block

3/4” x 1-1/2” x 17-1/2”

1

O1

Plywood shelf 3/4” x 22-3/4”

2

Y1

Support block

3/4” x 3” x 17-1/2”

1

Z

Drawer slide

Cutting surface

Note: Maximum length, width. See drawing.
F

Feet		

1-3/4” x 2-1/2” x 6-1/2”

12

P

Face frame rail

G

Frame		

3/4” x 2” x 45”

3

Q

Face frame stile 3/4” x 4” x 37”

2

Z1

H

Frame		

3/4” x 2” x 21-1/4”

3

R

Face frame stile 3/4” x 4” x 25-1/4”

2

Note: Face glue pieces together

I

Frame		

3/4” x 2” x 25-1/2”

3

S

Steel pipe end cap

1”

2

Z2

Edge band

3/4” x 1-1/2” x 17-3/8”

2

J

Frame		

3/4” x 2” x 57-3/4”

3

T

Steel pipe foot rail

1” x 8-1/2”

2

Z3

Face block

3/4” x 2” x 15”

1

3/4” x 5-3/4” x 52-1/4” 2

1 set of two slides

3/4” x 11-1/4” x 17-3/8” 2

Fasteners, finish, misc.: Minwax wipe-on poly finish, wood stain, Kreg pocket screws No. 7 x 1-1/4” fine
thread, #10 wood joining biscuits, wood screws, wood glue.
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TOP VIEWS
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STEP ONE: GET STARTED
The bar’s construction is surprisingly straightforward,
but you do need a well-equipped home shop to build it.
The tools and machines we used were these: a benchtop
table saw, a benchtop thickness planer, a circular saw, a
jigsaw, acordless drill driver, a small miter saw, and a basic
Kreg pocket screw kit. We used a small biscuit joiner and
found it helpful, but you can build this project without it.
Begin by building the three frames that form the bar’s
inner structure. Each frame consists of six pieces of 1” x 2”
red oak. This is clear, perfectly straight stock that you buy

in a home center. We bought our stock at a local home
center. Known as S4S (surfaced four sides), this is about as
clean and straight a material as you can find. All you need
to do is crosscut it.
Since there are three frames, crosscut all pieces for
each individual frame member using a stop block to ensure
consistent crosscuts. Don’t cut the six pieces for one frame,
then reset the stop block for the next frame. This produces
three frames of slightly different dimensions.
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STEP TWO: ASSEMBLE FRAMES AND PANELS
Join the frame pieces together with glue and pocket
screws. Mark the location of the frame pieces on Parts J
and G where there are T-shaped intersections; all other
pieces simply join at the corners. Drill pocket holes
where required. Assemble two of the three frames. Then
take a biscuit joiner and cut plate slots in parts of the
third frame. Make the cuts every 12 inches in frame
Parts G, H, I, J, K, and L. Into these slots, you will insert
Rok Hardware Table Top Fasteners.
You insert these brackets in the slot and then screw
the bracket to the top; that step occurs near the end of
the project. For now assemble the third frame.
NO SHORTCUTS
To e n s u r e f r a m e s a r e a c c u r a t e l y a s s e m b l e d , c l a m p
a s c r a p b l o c k a t e ve r y T- s h a p e d a n d L - s h a p e d j o i n t t o
ensure that par ts s tay exac tly where needed as you
drive the pocket screws home.

Although our barn boards were ripped and edged at
Barnyard Boys, we handled the thickness planing
ourselves. We planed each piece to approximately 3/4inch thickness, but we left some of the sawmill marks on
them intact. Once the boards were planed, we were ready

to join them into panels. To get a pleasing combination
of color, texture, and grain, we laid the boards down on
the floor and arranged them and re-arranged them until
we arrived at a pleasing mix for each panel.
Next, we used a plate joiner to cut plate slots in the
edge of the boards and used #10 size biscuits and spread
some wood glue along the board edges. Only moderate
clamping pressure is necessary to bring the board edges
together.
Before the glue has fully hardened and while it’s
still somewhat rubbery, remove the clamps and skim off
any glue squeeze-out using a sharp chisel; place the
bevel face down against the panel face. Now trim the
panels to size using a circular saw. To prevent tearout,
place the panels face down and move the saw slowly
along the cut lines.
Assemble the panels and frames. Place the front
panel face down on a flat surface and mark the locations
of the frames on its back face. Bore a series of pilot holes
through the back edge of each frame piece that meets
the front panel, side panels, and the end panel.
Start with the bottom frame and attach it to the front
panel, then attach the center and the top frame. Fasten
the side panels and the end panel in the same fashion.

STEP THREE: ASSEMBLE FRAMES AND PANELS
Rip and crosscut the support blocks for the drawer
slides. Rip and crosscut the material for the feet, and cut
the bevels on them using the miter saw. Drill pilot holes
through the feet; you will fasten through these holes
later. Rip and crosscut the stock for the face frame, and
join the parts with glue and pocket screws. Note that the
dimensions of the assembled face frame are slightly
larger than the front panel.
Screw the face frame to the front panel, so it overlaps the
panel by 1/8-inch at both ends, then use a router and a
bottom bearing flush trim bit to shave off the excess. To
do this, you ride the router over the front of the face
frame so that bottom bearing rides along the face of the
adjacent panel. The bearing prevents the bit from
overcutting and you’re left with a face frame trimmed
exactly to the side panels. Attach the drawer slide
support blocks to the side (Part A) and between frame
Parts J and L. Now build the cutting board. Rip and
crosscut the parts per the materials list. Face glue the
two halves of the cutting board together (Part Z1), and

trim it to finished size. Add the edge strips and face
block (Parts Z2 and Z3). Sand the cutting surface
smooth, mount it to its half of the slides, and mount the
other half of the slides to the mounting blocks. To mount
the cutting surface to the slides, simply engage the two
halves of the slide hardware.
The top is made in two subassemblies: a large main top
and the return, which gives the bar its distinctive L
shape. Both of these are made from white oak barn
beams that are cut into individual planks on a table saw.
The surfaces and edges of the planks are cleaned up
using the thickness planer. Cut biscuit slots in the edge
of each plank and join each plank to its neighbor using
#10 biscuits, wood glue, and moderate clamping
pressure. Follow the same procedure you used to make
the panels. After the glue has dried, saw the ends of the
main top and the return so that they are smooth and
straight. The long edge where the main top meets the
return needs to be straight, reasonably smooth, and
square. Likewise the end of the return needs to be the
4
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CONTINUED STEP THREE: ASSEMBLE FRAMES AND PANELS
same. To join the return to the main top, cut biscuit slots
in its end grain. Also cut biscuit slots in the edge of the
main top where the return will meet it. Then join the two
pieces together with biscuits, wood glue, and clamps. Be
careful when applying clamping pressure to not use too
much force. This will cause the return to slant upward.
Use a straight edge to ensure the return and the main
top are in the same plane.
When the top is complete, lay it on a flat
surface, invert the bar base over it, check for equal
overhang on all sides, install the Rok Hardware Tabletop

Fasteners, and drive screws through them into the top.
With the bar inverted, remember to drill pilot holes
guided by the holes already in the feet and into the
bottom edge of the side panels. Attach the feet with glue
and wood screws, driving the screws into the ends of
the panels.
NO SHORTCUTS
All construction projects, whether a house or a piece of
furniture, are sequential. Initial parts are usually cut to a specified
dimension. Subsequent parts, however, are almost always cut
to fit.

STEP FOUR: THE FOOT RAIL, SHELVES, AND FINISH
Buy the pipe and fittings for the foot rail and have
the pipe pieces cut and threaded by the home center or
the plumbing supply house from which you buy the
parts. Clean and lightly sand the parts. Wipe off sanding
dust with a clean cloth dampened with mineral spirits.
When the solvent is dry, assemble the parts and apply
metal primer and flat black paint by brush or spray can.
If some of the pipe parts that you are using are zinc
galvanized, use a cold galvanizing primer meant to
adhere to these surfaces. Then topcoat with a waterborne acrylic resin; don’t use an oil-base (alkyd) paint
on top of this. It won’t stick. Also, don’t attach the foot
rail until you apply the finish to the bar base and it has a
NO SHORTCUTS
It takes time to craft the perfect bar—and the perfect whiskey.
For more than a quarter century, the makers of Knob Creek® have
been crafting bourbon and rye the old fashioned way: using the
finest grains, aged for years in charred oak barrels to pull every bit of
natural sweetness from the wood. The result is a rich, well-balanced,
100 proof whiskey, with no corners cut. Just the way you like it.

chance to dry thoroughly.
Apply salad bowl finish to the cutting board and let
it dry. Apply the wipe-on polyurethane to the top and
bottom surfaces of the two shelves. When the finish is
dry, screw them to their frames. Attach the edge bands
to the bottom and center shelf with finish nails or use a
cordless or air-powered brad nailer.
Apply finish to these edge bands. Apply finish to the
front, side, and end panels. Apply at least three coats of
finish to the top, rubbing out between coats with steel
wool. When the finish is dry, attach the foot rail.
With the bar complete, pour yourself a drink. You’ve
earned it.

BUILD A COCKTAIL
Knob Creek® Rye Old Fashioned
• 2 parts Knob Creek® Rye
• 1 quarter part Rich Demerara syrup
• 3 dashes Hella® Aromatic Bitters
Garnish with a swath of
lemon peel, oils expressed
over cocktail.
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OPTIONAL STEPS: TRICKING OUT THE FINISH
There’s nothing wrong with just staining the bar an
attractive stock color and can leave it at that. However,
there were no shortcuts or effort spared with this build.
We wanted character. So we did several things to
accentuate the wood’s grain and the features of the
reclaimed oak.
First, the large cracks and holes in the wood were
filled with a clear epoxy. It not only fills these areas, it
does so in a way that it slightly magnifies them, increasing
their visibility in an attractive way.
The best material to fill these is West Systems 105
Epoxy Resin and the company’s 205 Fast Hardener. The
system comes with custom pump dispenser nozzles with
a one-to-one pump ratio. You mount the nozzle on the can
and pump the dispenser nozzle to meter the correct
amount of material for resin and hardener. It couldn’t be
simpler. You just stroke each nozzle an equal number of
times (one stroke for resin and one for hardener; three
strokes for resin, three for hardener or whatever volume
you need). Mix the two materials in a disposable plastic
cup making sure it is fully mixed, turn the bar on its back,
and apply the material by pouring and brushing the
epoxy into voids. Since the material is slightly thicker
than honey, it will run out the back of the panel if the
crack goes through both sides. You prevent flow through
by putting painter’s masking tape on the back of the
panels in locations where you’re concerned about that.
Peel the tape off after the epoxy has hardened. If some
NO SHORTCUTS
To remove air bubbles from the surface of the resin use a heat
gun or torch to heat the resin surface before it sets.

Minwax Golden oak Number 210B , with one part Wood
Finish Gun Stock 231 and one part Special Walnut number
224. Before you commit to staining your project, apply
your blend on a piece of scrap wood, and let it dry. And
remember, the final color will be slightly darker after the
polyurethane finish is applied. Be sure to keep careful
track of your formula so you can recreate it.
We used our custom stain blend everywhere–on the
top, front and sides. When the stain dried, we highlighted
the inset corners, to accentuate them and give it a vintage
feel. Again, it’s surprisingly simple to do.
At an art supply store, we picked up some artist
brushes and some acrylic artist paint in hues that were
darker than the stain color. We also bought a small
container of burnt umber, a dark brown that’s almost
black. Using these colors we mixed a tone that was several
shades darker than the stained oak.
Next, use an artist brush and lay on a heavy but
narrow coat in the corners where the face frame meets the
front panel. Then take a clean brush and drag some of this
paint out from the corner. Using a third clean artist brush,
feather the paint out. The result is a subtle touch, a slightly
darker corner that looks like it has arrived with age.. We
applied three coats of Minwax Wipe-On Poly finish.
Between the first and second coat, we rubbed out
imperfections using #000 steel wool.
Another option is to fill holes using epoxy by pretreating the lumber before it’s planed. You may end up
using a lot more epoxy this way, since some of the filled
wood may end up as scrap and the process can be tough
on the planer. But this method does reduce sanding.

epoxy globs harden on the wood’s surface, sand them off.
Next sand sand the bar surfaces with 120-grit and
220-grit sandpaper. The simple step of using fine grit
sandpaper will assist in staining and a refined finished
product.
To start, we custom blended the stain to achieve a
mellow shade to suit the rustic white oak boards. When
doing a test stain we were unhappy with the red/ yellow
undertones in the stain. To accomplish a warm glow is
easy and only requires the purchase of two to three stains
of the same type, oil or water. We used Minwax Wood
Finish (oil-base) wood stains. Regardless of the brand,
start with a color that’s close to what you want and blend
additional colors into a disposable plastic cup using a
teaspoon to measure and mix, getting the color just right.
A good rule of thumb is to start with a ratio of three parts
base color with one part each of the color or colors toward
which you want to adjust the shade. Our base color was
6
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OPTIONAL STEPS: LIGHTING AND CASTERS
A great way to light the interior of the cabinet is to
use stick-on LED lighting under the top and under the
shelf. We used Anbock Under Cabinet Wireless LED
lights, powered by four AAA batteries. To install them,
you peel and stick the backing plate wherever you want.
The light simply attaches to the backing plate with
magnets. Control the lights with its dimmer switch or by
a remote.

You want to hide the casters as much as possible so that it
doesn’t appear that you’ve got a wheeled bar. To do that,
you need to tuck the casters behind the bracket feet and
have the wheels height project slightly above the height
of the feet. The look you’re going for is that the bar is
resting on the wheels even if it doesn’t look like it. What
little of the wheels is visible is really hidden in the shadow
below the feet. All you need are ¼ inch to ½ inch of
exposed wheel beyond the feet in order to achieve this.
To accomplish this discreet wheeled design is pretty
simple. Crosscut blocks to fit between the frame pieces
and use pocket screws to attach them to the frame. In
the case of the casters we used, we arrived at the correct
amount of wheel exposure above the bracket feet by
raising up the casters an additional ¼ inch using thin
pieces of solid poplar glued to the face of the wood block.
Attach the casters to the base using wood screws driven
through the caster flange and into support blocks.

Installing the caster wheels is a bit more involved
than the lighting. First, you might ask, why casters?
Well, that depends on where the bar is located. It might
make sense for you to put the bar on casters if it’s located
in a comparatively small space. That way, you can push
it out of the way when it’s not in use to make better use
of your floor area. We used six rubber wheel, ball bearing
casters to support the bar. We purchased these at a local
home center and paid about $9 each for them. They’re
reasonably heavy duty; each has a 80-lb load rating.
NO SHORTCUTS
An important design consideration when adding casters is
that they should be discreet.
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